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The week-end of May 5-7 will provide the campus with visitors and many scheduled events in honor of Parents. Sponsored by the Social Council under the direction of Jeanne Whalen, the college welcomes the parents of resident and day students and the faculty.

This is the first year that an extensive Parent's Weekend has been planned for the parents. Friday the registration begins, a theatre production will be presented at 8:30 p.m. and an Ice Cream Jubilee will be held in the Perc from 7:00-11:30. Saturday morning the Continental Service begins and Open House in Clare and Doyle Halls will be held beginning at 12:30 ending at 5:00. The 'Beer Garden' is scheduled from 1:00-3:00 p.m. outside the Perc. Mass, the second theatre performance and a special in the Perc, line up Saturday's schedule. Sunday, which anticipates the largest crowd, hosts another Open House, the Drum and Bugle performance at 1:00 p.m., the Style Show at 1:30, and the Marian vs. Butler baseball game at 2:00 p.m. An Honors Convocation in the Library, Auditorium at 3:00 p.m. precedes Dr. Gatto's reception at the Allison Mansion from 3:30-5:30. Housing arrangements have been made this year also. The 14 doubles occupancy rooms that were available in Doyle are now filled.

Faculty members are encouraged to attend activities in order to become better acquainted with the parents.

The Social Council hopes that the interaction of students, parents, and faculty will be of benefit to all.

Jean Grady was crowned queen at Saturday's prom, "Patterns of Happiness." To the right stands Bruce Miller, Miss Grady's escort for the evening.

PRE-REGISTRATION

Pre-registration for Fall 1972-73 will take place this week and next week. Next year's seniors and juniors are to meet with their Department Chairman sometime during this week before Friday, Thursday and Friday, May 4 and 5, class lists will be signed in the Reading Room 207. The times are as follows: 8:30-11:45 a.m. and 1:00-4:00 p.m.

The following information concerns students on the Teacher Training Program. Those students seeking advice on the Elementary education program should see either Sister M. Patrick or Sister Stephanie in Room 204. Students in Secondary Education seeking advice should see Sister Marilyn in Room 202.

For consultation on the Honors Program, students should see Sister Adele in Room 204.

MARIAN MANS BOOTH AT EXHIBITION

In an effort to salute business in the state of Indiana, the Chamber of Commerce is sponsoring an exhibition to be held in Convention Hall, May 5-14. Marian College will man a booth that will offer information and slides depicting student life and the educational opportunities offered here, at Marian.

Marian College is one of the few schools to be represented. This will enable the general public to become aware of Marian and what it has to offer. Approximately 30 faculty and staff will participate in this project, from noon to 10:00 p.m., during the 10-day spread.

Responsible for this opportunity are the Admissions people. Faced with only positive results, Mark Rutledge had this to say, 'The primary reasons Marian College is at the Indianapolis exposition center are two-fold: first, to acquaint the public with the role Marian College is playing in education and secondly, to provide any information for students who may still be undecided regarding their college future.'
MORE STUDENT CHOICE

The lowering of requirements in the Philosophy and Theology courses should prove to be beneficial to many. Perhaps some students have felt that too much emphasis has been put on religion and philosophy courses in the past. It seems that the Theology and Philosophy courses require much time and participation, yet the participation and discussion enables the student to express his thoughts openly and inquire about current events, problems that are interesting, and different views of man. Theology is a basic part of a liberal arts education and it does enable one to open his mind to critical evaluation. Yet the lowering of it, along with Philosophy requirements, will still allow the student to benefit from these disciplines in a Christian way and make time for other subjects that might be required.

This gradual lowering of requirements will now allow time for students to put more emphasis on their major. All in all, this may be the first step and one of many which will hopefully take place in the future.

C.R.
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All Set For Field Day

Field Day 1972 will be held in the field near the Dram and Bugle Corps Building Wednesday, May 10. All classes from 11:30 on will be cancelled so that both day and dorm students can participate in the activities. The schedule of activities is extensive and varied as Booster Club seeks to spark the interest of all students and faculty.

After a lunch served for both day and dorm students, the intramural sports awards will be presented. At 12:30 the games begin with the egg toss. The thought of raw eggs flying through the air gives definite encouragement to those who love to wear old clothes. Pre-championship powder puff football games are next on the agenda. After the girls finish their battles, the boys begin with their own "war" each class trying to pull their opponents into the mud by tugging at opposite ends of the strongest rope they can find. In memory of the great Homecoming Week, Booster Club has next scheduled a pig chase, but with the tables turned, girls will be chasing the pigs this time. By three o’clock, the husher game, a new addition to Field Day Activities, will be getting underway. Come and see what it is all about. Pie-eating is next, followed by relay races beginning at 3:30. Then everyone gets a rest, except the players, as the girls determine the 1972 powder puff champions. After the game, the Field Day trophy will be presented to the class with the highest number of points accumulated in the day’s activities. The day will be rounded out with the intramural championship softball game.

ATTENTION

DAY STUDENTS

GROUP PICTURES

May 8 - Monday Meet in the Peer Lounge

Sophomores - 12:45
Juniors - 1:00

Doyle Hall residents will be taken Thursday evening between 10:00 and 12:00 P.M.

Psychology Club to Meet

There will be a Psychology Club meeting Sunday, May 7 at 1:00 p.m. in the Peer. The topic for discussion will be the upcoming Film Festival. All members are urged to attend!

CAMPUS COMMUNITY BOOK DRIVE

We need ALL KINDS OF BOOKS

paperbacks and hardbacks

SHARE YOUR BOOKS

April 24 to May 10

Collection points: Clare Hall Desk Aud. Foyer

Helicopters Sighted at Marian

Early Friday, April 28, they arrived—two helicopters belonging to the Indianapolis Police Department. Under the direction of Sargent Steige, students and visitors were introduced to the physics of flight in a real demonstration with the helicopters. Sargent Steige was aided by Lieutenant Lawrence, who was able to add much interest, as he heads the police helicopter service in charge of rescue and spotting operations.

When asked to comment, Professor Schultz of the Physics Department, the person responsible for the helicopter’s appearance, said, “This demonstration is a very positive and effective means of learning the complex functions of airfoils, controls, gyroscopic effects, lift, drag, and communications equipment.”

Pictured at left is a member of the Police department showing some students the works of his helicopter.

Spotlighting

Sherry Meyer and Carol Wethington

As a speech minor, Sherry has been active in the past few theater productions. “I would like to do more, but time and transportation often is a problem,” she said.

The situation of the day student at Marian College is acutely felt by Sherry. “I feel that being a day student involves problems with college life but I don’t think they are insurmountable. If both sides can become conscious of the difficulties, then communication may help alleviate the dilemma,” she commented.

Carol likewise feels that the upcoming Fioretti will be especially worthwhile. “One can see the talent that is there,” she said in regard to the numerous student contributions.” Because she is planning a high school teaching career, she feels her hours of work will pay off. “I’m getting plenty of experience working with offset printing and with organizing material,” she added.

Most of Carol’s spare time during the day is spent working on the Fioretti. Twenty hours a week she is a telephone operator, one of the many things she does while on the job at a downtown department store.

With little time left over, Carol likes to do “small things” or “I enjoy arranging flowers for the house, embroidering, or reading,” she said. Her tastes in reading are both contemporary and classical. Janice Holt Giles is her favorite modern author, and Blood, Sweat and Tears and Bob Dylan typify the music Carol enjoys.

Both Sherry and Carol feel that the “Renaissance” theme of the Fioretti will be interesting and rewarding to all who pick up a copy of “the book” as they call it.

Children’s Play

Directed by Gene Bourke

Smart Bug

May 3, 4, 5, 7:30 p.m.
DIAMOND MEN SEEK N.A.I.A. BERTH

KNIGHTS SPLIT PAIR

Despite the washing out of a scheduled twin bill here on Saturday, the Marian Knight baseball squad still managed to tack on another win this week as they defeated the Rose-Hulman Engineers by a 9-2 count in the first game of a doubleheader on Wednesday at Terra Haute.

Coach Lynn Morrell's baseballers, despite losing the second game, now stand at a very fine 14-5 on the season and have a very good chance of gaining a berth in the N.A.I.A. playoffs. Here are the details.

MARIAN 9

ROSE-HULMAN 2

The Knights must have put their hitting shoes on the way down because they immediately exploited for three big runs in the top of the first.

Larry Unser, sacrificing his body, was hit by a pitch and came all the way around to score when Ted Ahaus rocketed a double to left center field. Ahaus, in turn, scored on Ken Tyrell's two bigger for run number two and then watched as Tyrell rode home on Paul Novman's line shot up the middle to make it 3-0.

Marian counted their final four scores in the sixth and it was all over but the shouting. Jongeaux ignited the rally when he doubled to left. After moving to third on a passed ball, Jongeaux scooted home on Unser's sacrifice fly and the fireworks began. Ahaus was safe on an error, Pawlik walked, and Tyrell singled to plate another run and bring Novman to the plate. He promptly singled home Pawlik and set the stage for Tyrell's scoring on Gary Armbrecht's sacrifice fly.

Rose Hulman scored a couple of meaningless runs in the late innings, but were too far behind to catch the talented Knights.

Ted Ahaus, turning in his second straight sparkling performance on the mound, racked up six, big strikeouts and walked only one.

ROSE-HULMAN 1

MARIAN 0

Marian must have used up all their hits in the first game as they connected for only two safeties and fell victim to a fine pitching performance.

Ahaus and Pawlik lined back to back singles in the fourth, and coupled with Tyrell's walk, loaded the bases with one out.

But the rally fell through and the Knights were forced to settle for a split.

Pat Zapp turned in a real good performance as he too yielded only two hits, but you can't win without runs and Zapp was made the loser.

Zapp's loss was probably hardest noted for his brilliant control of his temper, was one behind with an 84. "Pretty Boy" Zapp, said by his teammates to spend as much time in the mirror as he does on the golf course, had an off day and recorded a 90.

Marian did, however, beat Earlham and it was by a gigantic 21 strokes. Perhaps this was the stepping stone the golf team needed to start a big win streak.

“Hello, Liberty Foundry?
The bell you sent us just cracked.”

More and more companies are publishing long distance telephone numbers for customers to report manufacturing defects. They know it's the easiest way to iron out problems. More economical, too. For example, you can call Philadelphia, Pa., for less than $1.00 when you dial direct after 5:00 p.m. Next time you want faster action on any problem, get it the easy, economical way. Dial direct.

Indiana Bell

Marian's youthful racketeers despite displaying an unusual tenacity and a burning desire to win, once again fell victim to fate as they were defeated by Thomas More in a close 5-4 encounter. Coaches Ed Schilling and Joe Kempf, doing a remarkable job of improving the Knights, had the nettles charged for this one, their first home match of the season, but a victory just wasn't to be.

Classy Tom Bahione and determined Ray Burger recorded key wins in singles play, and then teamed up to grab the top seeded doubles match to account for three of the Knights' points.

Larry Dallas, with a little help from partner Tom Shos, ripped off another doubles match for point number four and gave the blue and gold their highest point total of the year.

The Marian College Athletic Department will sponsor an Athletic Banquet to honor all those involved in the athletic event of this year. This prestigious happening will occur on May 15, at 7:00p.m. in the Clare Hall Dining Room. The meal will be buffet style. Price is $3.50 per person, and resident students will be admitted for $1.50. Everyone is invited!